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Crane in Freshford Hill Mine – very majestic                 Photo by Bob Scammell 
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CLUB NEWS ABSTRACTS OF THE COMMITTEE MEETING HELD 1/7/79 

 

a) Matters arising from the last committee meeting: 

i) Dinner: There will be different table arrangements this year and entry will be by ticket only. 

 

ii) Cave Keys: A Tyning's Barrows Cave key to be kept at the Wessex has been arranged. 

 

iii) Insurance: The club has negotiated a very reasonable extra premium to cover the use of 

explosives underground which we will pay for members who hold explosives licences. Will 

the members to whom this concerns please give their names to Aubrey. 

 

b) Upper Pitts Progress: 

i) Drainage: The various alternatives which would remedy the problem came in for further 

discussion. 

 

c) Treasurer's Report: The overall running costs for the club and in particular Upper Pitts for this club 

year are becoming apparent. The hut fees for members and guests staying at Upper Pitts will be 

raised in the near future. 

 

d) New Members: We welcome the following new members: 

 

John and Susan Deal (joint) ........... 94 Fleetwood Road, London NW10 1NN 

Peter Kibble .................................... 7 Hughenden Road, Clifton, Bristol 

Terry Early ..................................... 3 Nettlemead Lane, Wyle, Warminster, Wilts. 

 

e) AOB: 

i) Eastwater: The sinking of the new shaft has been given 'official WCC dig' status. 

 

ii) Digging Gear: A separate store for digging gear will be incorporated into the extension. 

 

 

FRIDAY NIGHT TRIPS FOR THE NEXT FEW MONTHS 

 

Oct 12th Sludge Pit and Nine Barrows  Nov 24th Wales 

Oct 26th Swildons Hole Dec 7th St. Cuthbert's Swallet 

Nov 9th Pinetree Pot Dec 21st No trip 

 

Details from B.E. Prewer, East View, West Horrington nr. Wells, Som. Tel. 73757. All trips except 

Wales meet at 19.30. 

 

 

BATH STONE MINES - A FURTHER WORD WITH PICTURES 

Bob Scammell 

 

I hope the photograph of the fallen crane (p.169) will illustrate the article which I wrote in the last journal 

(15, 177, pp. 150-151) and the importance of not swinging the cranes or trying to lift anything with them. 

I don't know if this one was 'helped' or whether it came down on it's own due to age, but nevertheless 

imagining the weight of these cranes and the damage they could do it is reason enough to look and 

photograph, but not to play around with them. I'm sure anyone having a good look at the bearings of any 

one of them will agree. 

 

I hope the photograph of an upright crane (previous page) and the one of a fallen crane will be seen with 

my previous article by those (not particularly Wessex members) who do, or may in the future, visit these 

mines and seeing the apparent solidness of the main crane structures be tempted to move them. 
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NORTH AMERICAN DIARY - 4 

 
Paul Hadfield 

 

With the coming of winter in Canada caving activity slowed down. However on the few 

small trips that we did attempt my experience was broadened. On one for example we 

discovered that our water supply, kept in the  tank of the car, had frozen: (at around -

30oC this wasn't surprising),  so we tried antifreeze in our lamps.  Much to my surprise 

this did not work, although it was mixed to a temperature of -50oC. Presumably the 

glycol content provided an inhibiting factor  and we were reduced to using some beer 

that had been kept in the body of the car in lieu of water; this frothed a lot but gave us 

plenty of acetylene!  On another occasion a trip had to be aborted on the approach 

march due to incipient frostbite. This prob lem was principally because the affected man 

was wearing a too tight wetsuit which cut down his circulation. After sitting in a 

snowdrift at -35°C with his foot under my armpit for half an hour this was a lesson well  

learnt!  

 

A potentially much more serious situation arose on one trip when we exited the cave 

late at night having been well soaked in some wet crawls when wearing dry caving 

gear. On this occasion I set off ahead of the others to reach the car first  and get the 

engine started so that we could have somewhere warm to change. The descent of the 

hill took about 20 minutes of fast going in knee deep powder snow. The st i ll  air 

temperature would have been in the -40's and needless to say the car refused to start.  

By this time my clothing was as rigid a s a suit of armour from the knees down and I 

could feel my boots getting tighter and tighter as the cold froze them and made them 

contract more and more. Naturally when the rest of the party arrived they were in a 

similar condition. One of us immediately s et off to the nearest vil lage some 4 miles  

away where we had another vehicle whilst the remainder of us set about attacking our 

clothing. It was essentially a wire cutters and hacksaw blade job to cut the bootlaces  

and trousers up to the knee. From that po int tyre irons and any other metal lever that  

we could find were used to force open the boots and clothing so that we could get  

undressed and get some circulation back into our feet and lower limbs. This was a task 

that  totally preoccupied us and required considerable physical effort.  

 

Unfortunately one of the party, a girl relatively unused to the physical demands of 

caving, had been quite exhausted by the trip itself.  This combined with the journey 

down the hill  in ever increasing discomfort  had really ti red her out.  On reaching the car 

we had put her inside and covered her with all the spare clothing and sleeping bags we 

had. However this had not been sufficient to ward off the cold and the gradually 

reducing circulation in her feet had brought her to qui te a distressed state. Due to our 

preoccupation with saving our own feet  we had not noticed this and we were fortunate 

that our second vehicle turned up very shortly with heaters going full blast before the 

situation developed into anything more serious. C old weather caving has certainly got 

its special hazards.  

 

Despite the weather I did manage to get into Rats Nest again and look at the second 

sump. Unfortunately pushing was inhibited by my support diver who had been obliged 

to borrow my back-up rig thus leaving me with no safety margin. As he had managed to 

lose both his helmet and light in the first sump I judged i t better to withdraw to the 

'home' side of Sump 1 rather than push Sump 2. A quick preliminary underwater duck 

however indicated that the underwater passage was blocked by a huge boulder. It did 

seem though that there were two possible ways on that should be checked out at a later  

date.  
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Although the cold and snow may have cut down on the caving activities there is of 

course one activity for which it is ideally suited: skiing. The locals claimed that it  was 

a poor winter for snow but there was enough to satisfy me and there is no doubt in my 

mind that  the slopes and conditions were as good as any I've met in Europe.  My skiing 

improved noticeably.  

 

It was mid May when I loaded up my old Chewy truck and with Mike Boon as  

passenger headed east and south from Alberta through the States to West Virginia. A 

week later we were ensconced at the Friars Hole cave preserve in Pocohontas County,  

West Virginia.  

 

Our first evening was enlivened by the Canadians there from Hamilton, including Alf 

Latham, Bill Skinner and Sandy Margo celebrating the discovery of 2,000ft of passage 

in the Canadian Hole series of the system. The system now totals over 28 miles of 

passage with plenty of potential for extension. My first serious trip into the system 

with Mike Boon was a complete disaster.  We had been informed that the cave was fully 

rigged but unknown to us some of the rigging had been removed on a previous trip to 

assist a caver on a difficult climb and had not been replaced. This involved a retreat  

from the ‘Man Hole’  pitch to the surface and back down to camp for more tackle.  

Eventually reaching the sixth and final  pitch Mike managed to drop his light, which 

despite much searching we were unable to recover. As Mike's reserve light source 

seemed to be the ones permanently affixed to my helmet we withdrew to our campsite 

where the Canadians were highly entertained by our outing.  

 

I subsequently made a number of trips in to the system, via the Canadian Hole series 

and became quite well acquainted with it .  With its sporting wet  pitches and the winding 

vadose nature of its  entrance passages Canadian Hole could well  have been imported 

straight from the Dales. However after the sixth short drop all the vertical work is 

completed and the nature of the cave changes. The stream sinks in an impenetrable 

boulder pile and the way on is in old abandoned passage of generous dimensions. After 

only a short way what used to be the termina l boulder choke is encountered. How Eric 

Neilson was squatting here one day answering a call  of nature when he suddenly 

noticed above his head a dark black space between the boulders is now part of history.  

This however is  how the way on was found and it i s this same squeeze between the 

boulders over the 'Mexican Donkey' that leads to the continuation of the system.  

 

A short section of large gallery,  a crawl and a scramble over a large boulder ruckle 

leads to the streamway in the First Canyon. This passage,  15ft to 20ft  wide and about 

50ft to 60ft high with a stream running along its length, is the first of many large 

passages in the system and was the scene of a rather close call on one occasion when I 

was in the act of cl imbing into the connection passage leading to Mud Canyon and 

Monster Cavern when the aid bo lt on which I was standing pulled out and I was 

unceremoniously deposited some 20ft  lower down among the rocks of the streamway.  

Fortunately it was a clean landing square on the top of my head so no p ermanent  

damage was done to either the cave or myself although I must confess to experiencing a 

substantial  headache for the remaining eight or nine hours we were underground and 

quite a sore neck and shoulders for the next few days.  

 

Over the period of my stay in West Virginia I made a number of trips into the system in 

Canadian Hole visit ing the two big rooms, Crowsnest  and Monster Cavern, together 

with much of the associated passage. Monster Cavern is an enormous chamber full of 

mud slicked boulders with  an estimated 100ft waterfall crashing out of a passage high 

on one wall. Climbing this waterfall is currently the objective of one group of cavers.  

When I point out that it  is possible to stand behind the waterfall at the point where it  
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reaches the ground and stay quite dry although deafened by the noise and frozen by the 

gale one can see the scale of the problem.  

 

The other large room, Crowsnest Chamber, is of a much different character being dry 

and mud floored with just the murmur of different streams a udible in the distance. The 

chamber is the junction of a number of different series. The Rocky Horror streamway 

for one (when I saw it, in violent flood and totally impassable);  McEver's passage with 

its remarkable sediment walls leading eventually to the Mud Canyon and Monster 

Cavern and the Rubber Chicken link; Neasy Strole, a large pleasant stream passage 

which ends in the first and second downle ts where some bold climbing by Alf Latham, 

Chas Yonge and others has led to several thousand feet more passage ; and finally 15th 

of November Avenue which gives access to Almost  Hell, Almost Heaven, Twinkle 

Chamber and the Ontario extension. It was this latter series that I most wanted and yet 

failed to visit .  Virtually every trip into i t by the 'Hamilton Mob' seem s to be rewarded 

by new discoveries and 'going' leads were still  present when I left the area.  

 

At the other 'end' of the system is the Friars Hole entrance. Two short pitches lead into 

a large gallery which if followed upstream can eventually be connected  to Rubber 

Chicken. However all my visits were concentrated in the downstream area where I 

visited such interesting places as Mauk's Discovery, 1,500ft of large trunk ending in a 

draughting pile of breakdown. Another visit took me into the Lost Passage are a, the 

principle feature of which is a large sand floored gallery 400ft by 100ft with a complex 

of intersecting and disappearing streamways coupled with a maze of ol der abandoned 

passage. It  was in this area that a number of possible leads were spotted, an d where a 

return visit with a bolt kit and maypole is  certainly warranted.  

 

Perhaps my longest trip into the system was to formally tie in the Toothpick entrance 

series with the Rubber Chicken area. This had been physically connected late last  year 

by Mothes and Jameson via a long duck, but not surveyed. As the Toothpick duck was 

sumped due to high water levels our way in was via Snedegar's Saltpeter entrance, 

through the sump into Kruikshank and then the connection to Rubber Chicken before 

getting into the downstream end of the Toothpick streamway.  Leaving Jameson, Mothes 

and Simmonds to the tedious task of surveying, Fran Bagenel and myself set off on an 

unashamed pleasure trip. The Toothpick stream was in fine fettle and the streamway 

was a minor classic.  Some difficult very wet climbs, bold traverses and plunge pools 

led after what seemed a long long way to a point where we were crawling over cobbles 

in a wide bedding. At this point I rebelled. Perhaps I should mention that the trip from 

the surface to the start of the survey point had involved over a mile of crawling, most 

of i t  admittedly only hands and knees but with a part of i t  flat  out - indeed we actually 

surveyed one 100ft stretch with a 9inch high section in the middle ! Claiming that I 

caved only for pleasure I came out of the crawl, with a shrewd suspicion that Fran was 

rather glad, and headed off into a complex of abandoned passage which we hoped would 

bypass the low sections. Luck was not with us however and after getting delightfully 

lost for a time we decided to head back and join the others. On meeting up with them 

we discovered that 1,950ft  had been officially added to the system and our exit was 

enlivened by getting temporarily lost in the enormously complex boulder ruckle above 

the Rubber Chicken streamway.  

 

Although the bulk of my caving was done in the Friars Hole system I was able to make 

a few interesting side trips to other holes. One of  the more interesting was to 

Luddington Cave sited on the relatively flat plane north of Lewisburg an d south of 

Droop mountain.  Here in the gently dipping limestone the caves have developed along 

the contact  of shale and overlying limestone. Known locally as 'contact '  caves they 

comprise a major hydrological feature of this area and Luddington Cave is onl y one in a 
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system, as yet unconnected, which includes The Hole (18 miles), Maximillian Sinks (10 

miles), McClungs (9 miles) and many others. It was in one of these others, a major sink 

called Coffman Cave, that  I dived in an attempt to pass the terminal su mp. I was 

thwarted by two factors, one only 14cu ft of air and the other a limited base fed line.  

However I was able to negotiate an underwater boulder ruckle and find my way into the 

main continuation of the sump. After 25ft I reached a small air bell and  was able to  

establish that the sump continued getting bigger in all its dimensions. At this point 

common sense took over and I returned to base determined to return at some future time 

with more adequate equipment.  The potential  for these dives in West Vi rginia is hard to  

estimate but to say that  they may yield miles of passage is a conservative estimate.  

 

Eventually of course the time came when I had to say farewell to West Virginia so 

loading up the truck and bidding farewell to Mike who had chosen to st ay behind, I 

headed north and west back to Alberta.  

June 20th 1979 

 

 

A ROOF TUBE IN SWILDON'S 2  

Pete Moody 

 

The entrance to this small  passage, now over 120ft  long, can only be seen by climbing 

15ft  into the roof of the 2 streamway downstream and just  round the corner from duck 

1. It was first noted by the  MNRC, was pushed by the Shepton (with the assistance of a 

ferret from the BEC) and was finally (we think) written off by the Wessex. The passage 

warrants a write up on two accounts, firstly its superb nas tiness -  there can be few 

passages to challenge it,  and secondly the Wessex extension was long enough for it  to 

be included in the BEC versus Wessex Grand Discovery Competit ion.  

 

The story really starts in 1970 when the Shepton speculated that the passage might be 

associated with the development they had discovered beyond the First Mud Sump in St.  

Paul 's Series. The tube, which can be reached either by a direct climb which overhangs 

at the top or by traversing into it  from downstream via wide but very slipp ery ledges,  

was found to choke after only a few feet . This was dug through and Martin Huaun was 

able to negotiate two tight bends and a long muddy flat out crawl to reach a pool and a 

third right angled bend which defeated him.  

 

In March of this year Alison and I took a look at the passage (with invaluable 

assistance on the climb from Phil Dunk of the Shepton). The corner which stopped 

Martin was passed without,  difficulty by Alison and with difficulty by me. The new 

passage ascended steeply to yet another and even tighter bend. Beyond, the tube 

continued ascending and very gradually increased in size until after thirty feet it  

intersected a cross rift where a small shower of water showered from a stalled up aven. 

Sadly the rift closes down to the right whil e to the left , where the water flows, the way 

on is too tight. There appears little chance of any further continuation ever being found 

and the possibility that i t  links with St. Paul 's Series seems remote.  Our sketch has the 

extension heading towards Black Hole. There was some argument over the position of 

the passage but  the direction of the terminal rift is based on a compass bearing.  

 

The tube is one of the most demanding passages either Alison or I have ever been 

along. It is very claustrophobic and st renuous and is next to impossible to survey. The 

BEC are strongly advised to accept the conservative estimate of fifty feet for the length 

of the new extension; if they want to check it for themselves I can only wish them the 

best  of luck.  
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JOTTINGS TO FILL A SPACE  

 

Hailstones  

 

A lot of readers know that ' the first rain after Priddy Fair is  the first rain of winter. 

Everyone up at the Hunters on Thursday 23rd of August, the day after the fair, was 

treated to a horrendous hailstone storm. The sound of the hailstones battering the car 

roofs  and bonnets outside was quite loud.  

 

Chalk Pits Museum 

 

The Observer Magazine (13th May 1979) reported the opening of the Chalk Pits 

Museum of Industrial History near Amberly in Sussex. Visitors can see more than 30 

acres of derelict chalk pits and 6 lime kilns. Other historic plant, and equipment and 

workshops and sheds will  be restored to fulfil  their original functions.  

D.A.W. 
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FAULT CHAMBER EXTENSIONS - SWILDON'S HOLE 

Pete Moody 

 

Many cavers on their way through Pa radise Regained to either 4 or the Double Trouble 

Series have unintentionally visited Fault Chamber. Enticed away from their correct  

route by the large approach passage to  the chamber they soon realise th eir mistake 

when, on climbing a breakdown slope, they are confronted by the first pitch of the aven 

series, a smooth and near vertical wall ten metres high. Further pitches are visible (with 

a good light) beyond. Few cavers have tried to push on from Fault Chamber even 

though there has always been plenty of  scope for discoveries and the climbing is of a  

standard to keep most people entertained.  

 

Two separate developments can be identified in Fault Chamber.  The more recent and 

more major is the series of avens discovered by members of the Severn Valley Caving  

Club in 1965. They traversed out from the ledge above the first pitch and found two 

parallel avens, Severn Aven and Trench Aven. A point over fifty metres above the floor 

of the chamber was reached in Severn Aven and Trench Aven, which carries a small  

stream in wet weather, was climbed for eighty metres to where it unfortunately closed 

up. Both avens are splash pots of the Cowsh Aven type and it seems unlikely that either 

will be pushed much further.  

 

The second and perhaps more intriguing development in F ault Chamber is that of the 

downstream continuation of the First Cave, formed by water coming from the S.E. Inlet 

area of Swildon's.  This ancient long abandoned streamway predates both the modern 

streamway and the Second Cave stream, which flowed to Shatte r Passage from the 

Black Hole Series. Its route can clearly be followed on the section of the 1 965 survey; 

from Terminus Chamber, along Swine - Puke, to Candy's Calamity (via unknown 

passages) and on to Fault Chamber. The course the water took from Fault C hamber was 

completely unknown until recently although it had been suggested that the chamber was 

the lowest point  in a large phreatic loop, the exit for the water being via a choked 

passage twenty five metres above the chamber floor. This passage was found  by the 

University of Bristol Speleological  Society in 1960, when following ten trips spent 

bolting up the pitch directly above the first ledge they were able to free climb a third 

pitch and reach the top where "the aven bent over to the right like the cro ok of a 

walking st ick and closed down into a pool". No attempt was made to dig through the 

choke and the passage remained unvisited until  a few years ago.  

 

In 1976 members of Portsmouth Polytechnic Caving Club took a look at the choke and 

after relatively little work succeeded in breaking through to discover forty metres of 

new passage. After passing two short grovels and a t ight squeeze a low, wide and 

steeply ascending passage with a shattered calcite floor was entered. Ten metres further 

on the passage opened out into a superb tube inclined upwards at 33 with some fine 

scalloping indicating a strong upward flow of water in the past. Unfortunately the 

extension ended all too quickly; at the top of the tube a small chamber was reached 

beyond which the passage descended steeply and choked after six metres. Although 

there is every chance that the choke is only short the fill ,  a mixture of mud, stal and 

rock, completely blocks the passage and makes digging at the site difficult  and 

dispiriting. The air in the f inal chamber is surprisingly fresh and an alternative way on 

may exist,  possibly down a very narrow fissure at  the top of the scalloped tube.  

 

Visitors to the extension will  find a rope on the climb in Fault  Chamber. It is secured to 

a bolt at the head of the aven and is rebelayed to a bolt at the first ledge. The rope is 

only there to give the first  cl imber some protection and all  parties should take their  

own tackle - a fall  from the top would be spectacular but also probably fatal.
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The survey of the new extension was carried out by Mark Faulkner and Phil Dunk from 

the Shepton Mallet Caving Club and myself. We used a Suunto compass and clinometer,  

which were hand held and read to the nearest degree, and a Fibron tape read to the 

nearest tenth of a metre.  BCRA Grade 5 is claimed. The survey of the avens discovered 

by the SVCC used in the plan showing the new extension in relation to the rest  of Fault  

Chamber area is from reference 3. Severn Aven was surveyed to CRG Grade 4 and 

Trench Aven to Grade 1.  
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FROM THE LOG 

 

24.10.78 Horseshoe Hole 

Dave Morrison, Anne Lavender and Robin Gray (MNRC) widened the end passage. The 

roof was a little unstable. We then dug out a  side passage on the left to a tube going 

steeply down. Also cleared a small hole out at the entrance. It  seems that an integrated 

network of passage could  

D.M 

 
 

31.10.78 Qgof Yoh, River Neath Valley,  South Wales  

Rob Harper, Chris Milne, Dave Morrison and Dooley Walsh to Yoh. The entrance to 

Yoh is from the pool at  Pwll -y-Rhydd, leading back upstream under the bedding plane.  

Chris had dived here on a previous occasion and found a tube which seemed to 'go'. 

Rob took a bott le and dived into the entrance, pus hed it as far as possible and then 

came out. Due to the very low water level entry was possible by a 10 -15ft duck. I went 

in and found a phreatic tube extending about,  10ft  and curving around to the right after 

the entrance duck. A rift goes up on the left  for approximately 8ft before coming 

boulder choked. There are two further ways on (although small) but one would have to 

be 'sacrificed ' in order to take the back fi ll  while enlarging the other. The floor is  made 

up of a loose infill  of sand which can eas ily be dug.  

D.W. 

 
 

11.11.78 Longwood Swallet  

Pete and Alison Moody, Rich Websell  and Trevor Faulkner (SWETCCC). Pete  and 

Alison to the bottom of Reynolds ' Passage to bang it.  Trevor and  Rich explored a side 

passage below the climb below Swing Pitch. After  5 minutes a choke was passed to a 

loose chamber with a ruckle in the  roof. We met Pete and Alison and obtained a 

scaffold pole from downstream and used it to move boulders. They moved, with much  

twitching from the pole operator, but did not come down as p lanned and will need bang. 

We also looked upstream and climbed about.  

R.A.W. 

2.12.78 Longwood Swallet  
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Rich Websell and Pete Moody went down to bang the boulder choke found on the 11th 

October. After firing a charge we went to put one at the end of Reynolds ' and on the 

way out had a quick look at the boulder choke. The bang seemed to have had the 

desired effect but there were too many fumes to work in it.  We went out thro ugh 

Longwood Chamber and could smell the fumes again near the bottom. If the choke is  

pushed it would seem certain to make another route down bypassing Swing Pitch.

 P.M. 

10.12.78 Cuckoo Cleeves  

Pete and Alison Moody managed to clear many tons of rock from the ruckle above The 

Lake by poking it with a crowbar. Very Hairy.  

A,M. 

 

1979 New Year. Pete and Alison with ten others to the Holloch - an excellent cave.  

 

3.3.79 Swildon's Hole 

Pete Moody and Tony Jarratt to Swildon's 12. A trip to Desolation Row, the first since 

about '73. The ladder on the top pitch of Victoria Aven was rusted so badly th at when 

Tony undid the belay at the top the ladder stayed rigidly in position. We went as far as 

the chamber in Desolation Row where we intended to bang the boulders in the roof 

unfortunately Mr J peeled off the climb some 12ft up hurting his back and badl y 

spraining his wrist . We decided to call a retreat and finally regained the surface after 

about an 8 hour trip. A fair amount of gear was left in 12} the top pitch of Victoria 

Aven. now has two ropes on it - a good one donated by Rich Stevenson and a rath er 

woolly one which has been in 8 years. On the 60ft pitch of Victoria Aven there are 

three ropes - the aforementioned woolly rope which reaches the bottom of the pitch, a 

60ft Ulstron belayed at the ledge and which has been in 8 years and the white rope f rom 

R.S which starts some 20ft  up. Take one's choice.  

 

22.4.79 Longwood Valley Sing - Dig 

Entrance shaft  at present consists of three 45 gallon drums –  an entertaining free climb.  

Tuska Morrison 

 
  

5.5.79 Tyning’s Barrow Cave  

Pete and Alison Moody, Rich W ebsell, Jeff Price, Beth Yates and Malcolm Foyle to 

Tyning's. An interesting trip to the penultimate choke, looking at most of the side 

passages on the way out. This choke has silted up a great  deal while the cave was 

closed and will have to be dug out aga in before the final  choke can be reached. The 

cleanliness of the entrance series has not improved over the years!  A.M. 
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27.6.79 Sally's  Rift  

Bob Scammell , David St.  Pierre (SWETCCC), Pete and Alison Moody pushed a small  

cave to the right of Sally's Rift to  enter a chamber with two leads. One went to a ladder 

pitch (later easily free climbed) which took us into Sally's  Rift behind the entrance 

pitch. The second lead was a small rift  with loose boulders which goes to a 10ft  pitch 

into a major rift running parallel to the cliff face. Both ends of this rift choked. Dave 

and Pete went on to the end of Sally's  Rift getting out after the pubs had shut.  

 

Wessex Gower Weekend:  

 

14.7.79 Lethrid Cave (Gower)  

Pete and Alison Moody, Jeff Price,  Rich Websell and Malcolm F oyle.  

A good trip, the chamber and formations are very impressive.  3 hours.  

 

15.7.79 Tooth Cave (Gower)  

Same party to this fine streamway cave which must be more than 5,000ft long. The 

water was very low. 4 hours.  

 

16.7.79 Dan-yr-Ogof 

Pete, Alison and Rich went round the round trip in DYO II while Jeff, Male and Sue 

took photos in Cloud Chamber. The trip was made com plete by an, exploding ammo 

box! 4 hours.  

J .R.P. 

 

REVIEW 

 

Caving International No. 2 January 1979 pp. 44 

Caving International No. 3 April  1978 pp. 48:  

 

Both edited and published by P. Thompson 2.50 Canadian Dollars each  

 

When I heard that  Caving International was to be published I was intrigued to know 

where it would fi t in to my classification of the various types of caving l iterature:  the 

club journals, scientific/technical, popular news etc. and thus who was subsequently 

going to buy and read it.  

 

The Caving International cannot however be so glibly bracketed and comes across as an 

informative caving journal for cavers, especially those intere sted in the world caving 

scene. So often spreading the global word is done by short  paraphrased news articles, 

often proffered by people not directly involved, or as definitive expedition 'tomes' . The 

Caving International approach is much more to catch the  mood of the times, achieved 

by much fuller contemporary accounts 'from the horses mouth'. Such factual reports in 

such a personal manner make good reading. No. 2 includes articles on Mulu (Borneo),  

Atea (Papua New Guinea), Janus Pit (Ozarc's, USA) and Pet e Lord's account of pioneer 

work in Cuetzalan (Mexico). No. 3 covers diving in the huge sumps in the caves of the 

Nullabor Plain, Australia (is there anyone reading this who remembers Ian Lewis 's  slide 

show at  the Belfry in ‘77?), the Hole in the Wall Expedition (Papua New Guinea), the 

Pierre St. Martin, the world's largest caves tabulated, cave photography and Derek 

Ford's personal views on Canadian Speleology. Add to this some high quality 

photography and a mature outlook on cave conservation and you have  an impressive 

production.  

 

Anyone interested in hard -won information on the world's  speleologically 'sharp' areas 

or simply classic accounts of cave exploration needs this publication.  


